The Government of Nepal prioritized child health and introduced typhoid conjugate vaccine (TCV) into the routine immunization program in 2022. Nepal vaccinated more than 7 million children during the catch-up campaign and currently offers TCV to all children at 15 months old.

Nepal is a typhoid-endemic country and is estimated to have one of the highest burdens of typhoid in the world. The Global Burden of Disease study estimated that, in 2019, there were at least:

- **82,449** typhoid cases (271 cases per 100,000)
- **919** typhoid deaths
- **68,186** disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) lost to typhoid

The Government of Nepal prioritized child health and introduced typhoid conjugate vaccine (TCV) into the routine immunization program in 2022. Nepal vaccinated more than 7 million children during the catch-up campaign and currently offers TCV to all children at 15 months old.

Reported clinical rates of enteric fever (typhoid and paratyphoid) differ by district, with a large burden concentrated in the Eastern hill and mountain regions.

Drug-resistant typhoid strains are a growing problem nationally, regionally, and across the globe.
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- **5,000-9,900** cases per 100,000 population
- **2,500-4,999** cases per 100,000 population
- **<1,000** cases per 100,000 population
- **N/A** cases per 100,000 population
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Typhoid cases in Nepal by age (2019)

- **60%** 5-14
- **35%** 15-49
- **4%** 50-69
- **1%** >70
- **1%** <5
- **11%** >70

Subnational perspective

Drug resistance

- Global data show that the multidrug-resistant (MDR) H58 typhoid strain prevalence has increased dramatically since 1992.
- A qualitative study from Katmandu found that antibiotics are frequently prescribed without accurate diagnostics to positively confirm a typhoid case, leading to antibiotic resistance.
- A 2002 outbreak of 5963 cases in Bharatpur, Nepal was traced to the city's single municipal water supply. Analysis found that 90% of isolates were resistant to more than one antibiotic.
- A study on typhoid treatment in 2014 ended early because it encountered high rates of treatment failure with fluoroquinolones, and concluded that fluoroquinolones should no longer be used for treatment of enteric fever in Nepal. Ceftriaxone was also suboptimum.

Because other treatments may be costly or inaccessible, the authors recommend prioritizing vaccines and the development of new treatment options for typhoid.
While diagnostic limitations in Nepal mean that typhoid is often misdiagnosed, laboratory culture-confirmed studies have found a high burden of typhoid. Data from Patan Hospital demonstrate a consistent presence of culture-confirmed typhoid and paratyphoid each year, with occasional outbreaks (e.g. 2002).

A surveillance study near Kathmandu found 1,062 cases of typhoid per 100,000 people. The rate of typhoid cases identified from this study was highest in children 5-9 years old.

While typhoid is rarely fatal, the recovery is long and difficult. The disease takes time, money, and productivity from those infected and their families and is associated with numerous long-term complications.

One study in Kathmandu found that the combined direct and indirect mean costs for hospitalized patients was US$233—approximately one-third of the average Nepali household income (US$730 annually).

Drug-resistant typhoid strains are a growing problem nationally, regionally, and across the globe.

A qualitative study from Katmandu found that antibiotics are frequently prescribed without accurate diagnostics to positively confirm a typhoid case, which leads to antibiotic resistance.

A 2002 outbreak of 5963 cases in Bharatpur, Nepal was traced to the city's single municipal water supply. Analysis found that 90% of isolates were resistant to more than one antibiotic.

A study on typhoid treatment in 2014 ended early because it encountered high rates of treatment failure with fluoroquinolones, and concluded that fluoroquinolones should no longer be used for treatment of enteric fever in Nepal. Ceftriaxone was also suboptimum.

Because other treatments may be costly or inaccessible, the authors recommend prioritizing vaccines and the development of new treatment options for typhoid.

Isolates identified during a recent surveillance study found that 83% were resistant to fluoroquinolone antibiotics. 7% were resistant to azithromycin, one of the last oral antibiotics available for typhoid treatment.
Typhoid conjugate vaccines (TCVs) in Nepal

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends the introduction of prequalified TCVs be prioritized in countries with a high burden of typhoid disease or a high burden of drug-resistant typhoid. TCVs:

- Are highly effective and safe for children as young as 6 months of age;
- Require a single dose to prevent 79-85% of typhoid cases in children;³
- Offer strong protection for at least 4 years, and
- Can be co-administered with measles-rubella vaccine.⁹

The Government of Nepal prioritized typhoid prevention and control and introduced TCV into its routine childhood immunization program in 2022.

Findings from an economic analysis predict that, even in the absence of a Gavi subsidy, a catch-up campaign with TCV could be cost-effective in Nepal.¹⁰

Let’s Take on Typhoid in Nepal

- Typhoid is endemic in Nepal, with more than 82,000 cases per year.
- Nepal’s burden of typhoid is most heavily borne by children younger than 15 years of age.
- Data show an increase in drug-resistant typhoid in Nepal, regionally, and globally.
- TCVs are safe, effective, and WHO-recommended for routine immunization as part of a cost-effective, integrated approach to typhoid prevention and control alongside safe water, sanitation, and hygiene interventions.
- Nepal introduced TCV into its routine immunization system with support from Gavi.